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AItSTRACT 
III all a.c. motor lateral magnetic forces can be 
l'I' II l:rated with a control winding in addition to the 
1<11 q llC. These forces are suitable for the contactless 
""/l ring of the rotor. The feasibility of this principle was 
\I 'ccssfully demonstrated on the example of the syn

I llInnous motor [1] and the asynchronous motor [2]. 
I he main problem in the closed loop control lies in the 
Ill lipling of the torque and the radial forces through the 
IlIolt)r flux. In this paper a method will be presented, 

hi 'h is based on the flux vector control, to decouple 
III l' Iwo variables. Even in the transient case the torque 
11111 Ihe radial forces can be precisely controlled with 
till S method. With a superposed control over the lateral 
" lIl' l1 loop force control, the position of the rotor can be 
hlhi lized. 

nil<: IDEA OF THE BEARINGLESS MOTOR 
I li l" cxpression "Bearingless Motor" was first used in 
I I I III this context bearingless does not mean the lack 
II I hcaring forces, which are necessary in any case to 

I Ihilize the rotor, but the missing of significant bear
II / '.S . On principle the bearingless motor is based on the 

,l llI lactless magnetic bearing of the rotor. In contrast to 
I (II1 vcntional magnetic levitated drives, the bearing 
h)H'es in the bearingless motor are not built up in sepa-
1111, · magnetic bearings, which are placed on the left 
IllId ri ght side of the motor block, but in the motor 
11 ',,-11'. The conception of a bearingless motor is shown 

11 figure 1. In a conventionally borne electrical ma-
I III Ill: (figure 1a), the active motor part generates only 
(l w lorque. The rotor is borne by two radial bearings on 
I 11/11'1' side of the active motor part. In a bearingless 
,,"1Ior, the active motor part generates not only the 
II " qlle but also the radial magnetic bearing force which 
, lIl'cded for the suspension of the rotor. Two motor 

parts are needed for the active control of five degrees of 
freedom. For all further considerations only one active 
motor part is regarded. 

bearing motor bearing bearing + motor bearing + motor 
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FIGURE 1: a) conventionally borne motor 
b) bearingless motor 

The idea of combining the magnetic bearing function 
and the torque generation' in an electromotor is not 
new. Most of the proposed solutions combine a high 
pole machine to generate the torque (at least eight 
poles) with a conventional active magnetic radial 
bearing. A bearingless synchronous motor which works 
after this principle was already published in [3]. 
Bearingless stepper motors or in general Reluctance 
motors are often proposed. A stepper motor with a 
magnetically floating rotor is described in [4]. In [5] an 
induction motor with integrated magnetic bearing, 
based on similar principles, is presented. 
In all these solutions, the flux density under a bearing 
pole is modulated by the torque building machine flux. 
There is only a slight disturbance of the magnetic 
bearing force by the torque generation as long as the 
flux modulation is small compared to the bearing flux. 
In the stationary case, if the torque building machine 
flux is constant, the controller for the magnetic bearing 
will compensate this influence anyway. The disadvan
tages of this principle are the poor torque generation for 
a given motor size and small vibration forces which are 
caused by the modulation of the bearing flux density. 
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The hi gh frequency of the torque generating current 
which is necessary for high rotor speeds because of the 
high number of pole pairs is further problem. 
In [1] and in [2] another way to the bearingless motor 
is proposed, which works around the above mentioned 
problems. In order to show the way to the new ap
proach, it is sensible to have a glance at the magnetic 
forces in a conventional electrical machine. 

MAGNETIC FORCES IN THE A.C. MACHINE 
Two different magnetic forces are known: The Lorentz
Force and the Maxwell-Force (reluctance force). The 
Lorentz-Force acts on a conductor with a current flow 
which is in a magnetic field. The formation of the 
torque in a polyphase motor is based on it. This effect is 
qualitatively shown in figure 2a for the simplest case of 
a two pole machine with sinusoidal current and flux ' 
distribution. The tangential Lorentz-Forces act on the 
rotor in couples and generate by this the torque. In the 
machine there are also Maxwell-Forces, that means 
forces which are produced in magnetic circuits at the 
boundary layers of materials with different perme
ability. Their directions are right angled to the rotor 
surface and their sum equals zero because of the sym
metrical flux distribution. The case of a machine 
where the number of pole pairs equals 1 is qualitatively 
shown in figure 2b. Only a displacement of the rotor 
'out of the center of the machine gives an asymmetrical 
flux distribution and a radial force which points in the 
direction of the displacement. This effect is known as 
the magnetic tensile force in the theory of the electrical 
machine [6]. If the displacement of the rotor grows, the 
magnetic tensile force increases. So this effect can be 
considered as a spring force with negative stiffness. 
Now the question arises how to transform the negative 
to a positive stiffness. On principle this could be 
achieved by controlling the magnetic drag force . To 
aim this goal, the force must be controllable in 
direction and amplitude. 

GENERA TING CONTROLLABLE RADIAL 
MAGNETIC FORCES IN THE A.C. MACHINE 
With the superposition of a steering-flux (with the pole 
pairs P2 = PI ± 1) to the motor-flux (with the pole pairs 
PI)' radial magnetic forces can be built up in the a.c. 
machine. This forces can be controlled by the current in 
a special steering winding (with the pole pairs 
P2 = PI ± 1) and are suited for the contactless bearing of 
the rotor. The idea of a radial magnetic bearing in an 
a.c. motor which uses such a steering winding for the 
control of the magnetic tensile forces was already 
published in [7] . However, the proposed control scheme 
would work only under limited (steady state) 
conditions. 

a) 

b) 

FIGURE 2: a) Lorentz-Forces and b) Maxwell-Force:, 
in a conventional ac-motor 
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FIGURE 3: Generation of controllable Maxwell-Fore ':, 
by superposition of a four pole steering-flux over a two 
pole machine-flux 
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\V " il a closer look to the controllable magnetic tensile 
1. lI ves and a vector-description of them, a much better 
, " 111 rol approach can be found. It's not possible to 
I'/('~!; nt the mathematical derivation of the force vector 
I, '1lllu la on this pages. But its plausibility can easily be 
dl ' IIU lnstrated graphically. Figure 3 shows the easiest 
,,1'.1' of a two pole motor-flux (PI = 1) and a four pole 
In 'ri ng-flux (P2 = 2) . The steering-flux (dashed lines) 

11 1'akcns the motor-flux (plain linesj in some regions 
lil t! strengthens it on the opposite side. It is visible that 
IIII' resulting radial force always points in the direction 
"I I il e steering-flux-vector of the P2-pole pair electrical 

v,.lnn (Prplane), relative to the motor-flux-vector in 
II,,' PI-plane. This can be described in a simple 
' '1 11 :11 ion for the vector components of the radial force. 

II I,' smaller, but also eXlstlllg radial Lorentz-Force 
I I ll illpare [1] and [2]) is not considered in these equa
IIII IIS. 

111 '; ( 'OUPLING THE RADIAL FORCE FROM 
I'l l Ii: TORQUE BY VECTOR CONTROL 
II llie equations above are transformed in a rotating co
'" 11i nate system which rotates synchronous to the mo-
1"1 Ilux-vector (called flux reference frame), the cou-
1""'1~ components vanish. The vector equation becomes 
I{'I y simple and can be written in the following form: 

I "1:dher with the equations for the magnetic tensile 
I II,, 'L' I WiKe/67] 

~ 2 
]t · r·I·B 

0.3. 10 ~ 
flO 110 

IIld the well known mechanical equations of the sys-
10 III , the radial bearing part of the bearingless a.c. mo-
1101 IS described completely. Figure 4 shows the ideal-
1,1,,1 model of such a bearing system. To simplify the 
!llIu k l, only lateral Maxwell-Forces are considered. The 
I "Il' lltz-Forces are neglected because their influence is 

1111111. A complete description of the system can be 
III II I\( 1 in [8] , The block diagram of the radial bearing 
/11 1I1'lion is the same for the bearingless synchronous 
,IIP lll /" and the induction motor. 

FIGURE 4: Structure of the bearing function 
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FIGURE 5: Structure of the bearingless 
synchronous motor 

FIGURE 6: Structure of the bearingless 
induction motor 
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FIGURE 7: Position control for two axes 

FIGURE 8: Decoupling of the lateral force 
and the torque 
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FIGURE 9: Behaviour of the position controller for the 
y-axes (plain line) and the x-axes (dashed line) on a 
disturbance in y-axes for a flux angle error of 0, 10, 20 
and 25 degrees_ 

Figure 5 shows the simplified block diagram of II I!' 
complete bearingless synchronous motor (for the turn 
ing and bearing function) and figure 6 the one of Ihr 
bearingless induction motor. As the block diagrams alld 
the above equations shows, the bearing and the torqlll' 
system are coupled through the flux vector (magnit lldl' 
and angle). If it is possible to exactly appoint the fl ux 
vector, the torque and the bearing forces can be COlli 
pletely decoupled. This is done by dividing the steet' 
ing-force-vector components F: and F; through Ihl' 

magnitude of the machine flux and transforming Il l\' 
stator current vector from the flux linked referenn ' 
frame to the stator linked reference frame (veelol 
rotation by the flux-angle Y s)' With the decouplill l' 
shown in figure 8, the lateral force can be controlled il l 
both components. 
A conventional closed loop control system for magncli l' 
bearings can be superposed over the lateral force veelol 
control. Because of the design of controllers for mag 
netic bearing systems has been investigated intensive I 
(e.g. compare [9], [10], [11]) it will not be discussed ill 
this paper. Crucial is the question what happens wilh 
the controller when a fault in the determination of thl' 
flux vector occurs. Figure 7 shows the simplest case 0" 
a PID-controller to control each axis separately. It i. 
visible that an error in the estimation of the flux angk 
gives a coupling of both bearing axis. A disturbance ill 
X-direction gives a disturbance in Y-direction and vi l:l" 
versa. The controller for the magnetic bearing systl:1II 
must deal with this effect beside normal disturbanee~ . 

The quality of the control is reduced drastically if a flu x 
angle error occurs. The simulations in figure 9 and 
experiments show, that a flux angle error of more thall 
about 10 degrees already impairs the quality of thl' 
control. With an error of 20 degrees a control of till" 
rotor position is hardly impossible. 
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FIGURE 10: Control block diagram of the prototype system 

1\ II l.:xact and fast determination of the flux has a major 
IIwaning for the quality of the position control. In the 
Vllchronous motor, the flux vector is linked with the 

!lIIUI". SO it is only necessary to measure the mechanical 
I "lor-angle wm to get the flux-angle 'Ys • However in the 
, ,sc of the induction motor, the flux vector turns with 
I'" additional slip frequency. In contrast to the 
vllchronous motor, in the induction motor the torque 

II IHI the motor-flux are both controlled by the stator
, III rent. So the estimation of the flux-angle is much 
Illore difficult than at the synchronous motor. Fortu
""tely flux-oriented control techniques for the induc-
111m motor are already well known since the flux-ori
l'lll cd control gives also big advantages in the control of 
1 Ill' machine torque. There is a great number of pub
Il r ations about this theme. For example [12] gives a 
,"'od overview over different vector control schemes for 
Ihe a.c. motor. So it is not necessary to discuss the 
1'1 lIhlem of the flux-estimation in these pages. It is 
II I\lre important to specify the requirements for the use 
III Ihe presented application. For good results the esti
Illation error for the flux angle must be less than about 
I () degrees over the full operation area, which is not a 
Ing problem in the case of the synchronous motor but in 
Ille ease of induction motor. None of the basic schemes 
IIII' the flux estimation in induction motors can fulfil 
Illis specification itself. Only a combination of two 
l'~ 1 i mation models, for example the stator voltage 
IIlodel and the current will do it. A very simple but 
d ficient control scheme is shown in figure 10. It is a 
Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) which is 
""sed on the current model in the rotor-flux frame and 

uses the voltage model for the adaption of the parame
ter 'tR., which is highly dependant on the operation 
state. 

Test Results 
For the test of the proposed vector control,a bearingless 
induction motor and the necessary control electronics 
was constructed (figure 11). It is built with parts of a 
conventional 3-kW norm induction motor. The meas
urements at the prototype machine show a good im
munity to interference over the whole speed range 
(figure 12). 

NOMENCLATURE 

Symbols 

Q(a) 
Fx, F.1 
F zx' t'zy 
i 
is 
J 
ki 
ks 
1 
110 
L 
L] 
L2 

rotation matrix 

force in x- and y-direction 
disturbance force in x- and y-direction 
current 
stator current 
rotor moment of inertia 
force-current coefficient 
force-displacement coefficient 
active length of the machine 
length of the air gap 
inductance 
inductance of the winding with PI-pole pairs 
inductance of the winding with P2-pole pairs 
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Ill)! number of phases 
M torque 
ML load torque 
Mj inner torque of the machine 
p number of pole pairs 
r rotor radius 
~ displacement vector 
wI number of windings for PI-winding 
w2 number of windings for PI-winding 
Ym mechanical rotor-angle 

Ys flux-angle 
/.10 magnetic constant 
'tR rotor -time-constant 
\}' flux linkage 

wm mechanical angular speed 
wR angular rotor frequency (slip frequency) 
Ws angular stator frequency (angular speed of 

the flux-oriented reference frame) 

Subscripts 

I 
2 
d,q 

PI-pole pairs system 
P2-pole pairs system 
direct and quadrature components of a vector 

reference frames 
F flux-oriented reference frame 
S stator-oriented reference frame 
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FIGURE 11: Prototype machine with 
control electronics 
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